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level of difficultytime required 
30 minutes

Used items:

You will find material specifications and instructions
on our homepage.

Instructions:

1 Choose a plastic bucket that is enough large/deep to dip the card
thoroughly into it. Then, fill the plastic bucket with cold water. Thereafter,
shake well the Marble paint bottles (about 30 sec), especially the silver
one since this colour contains metal particles. Drip the three colours
successively as near to the water surface. Then immediately draw the
marble pattern with a wooden skewer.

2 We recommend you to wear disposal gloves. Hold the card transversely
and immerse it slowly. Dip completely the front side and up to 1/3 of the
reverse side. Retain it that way for a while and take it out quickly. Before
taking out, puff a bit onto the water surface so that the paint flows to the
edge. let the card dry well out.

80 577 103 Card B6, HD, white metallic 1 pc
80 579 103 Envelope B6, white metallic 1 pc
80 575 103 Letterhead A4, white metallic 1/6 sheet
80 276 000 Insert card 1 piece
80 505 102 Letterhead A4, parchment 1 piece
33 873 00 3D-adhesive squares 2 pieces
28 583 00 Stamp „Merci“ 1 piece
28 383 576 Stamp pad "StazOn", black 1 piece
38 861 102 Marble Paint, white 1/50 bottle
38 861 606 Marble Paint, silver 1/50 bottle
38 861 576 Marble Paint, black 1/50 bottle
55 352 102 Paper cord, 1.2 mm ø, white 1 m

Additionally you need:

62 039 00 Wooden skewers
Plastic bucket
Copy paper
Disposable gloves

3 Remove the paint residues with a sheet of paper (with the edge of the
paper). The water must be clean for a further marbling. If heavily soiled,
use fresh water.

4 Cut a blank out of the letterhead measuring 8 × 5.5cm and affix it onto
the card by means of the double-sided adhesive tape.
Thereafter, stamp the parchment coloured letterhead by means of the
stamp “Merci” and the stamp pad. Then, finish the paper cut-out of 6.5 x
4cm. Cut it so close that the word “Merci” is centrally located and stick it
onto the white paper cut-out by means of the 3D-adhesive squares.




